
1st dam
Bartiromo SI 87, by Walk Thru Fire. Winner at 2, $8,292. Sister to FLY THRU THE FIRE SI 108, JUST WALK BY SI 90, JM SPECIALWYNN SI 92, WRAP YOU UP SI 104, Gronkowski SI 97, You Can Fly SI 93. Dam of 4 foals of racing age, 3 to race, 3 winners--

Mornings With Maria SI 94 (f. by Separate Interest). Winner to 3, 2023, $96,120, 2nd PCQHRA Breeders Futurity [G2], finalist in Governor's Cup Futurity [R] [G1].

Market Analysis SI 97 (c. by Favorite Cartel). 2 wins to 3, 2023, $24,387.

Market Analyst SI 90 (f. by Favorite Cartel). 2 wins in 3 starts at 2, 2023, $13,529, qualified to Governor's Cup Futurity [R] [G2].

2nd dam
Babe On The Fly SI 101, by Strawfly Special. 4 wins to 3, $246,111, 2nd Golden State Futurity [G1], etc. Dam of 47 foals to race, 32 winners, 39 ROM--


LITTLE TALKS SI 94 (f. by Favorite Cartel). 8 wins to 4, $563,897, Golden State Million Futurity [G1].

RESTRICTIONS SI 93 ($161,214), Perfect Practice SI 103 ($62,885 [G1]).

Ali Babe Foose SI 96 (c. by Foose). 4 wins to 4, $484,614, Ed Burke Million Juvenile S., 2nd Los Alamitos Two Million Futurity [G1], finalist Golden State Million Fut. [G1].

Just Run By SI 94 (at 2, 2023, $33,866). Dam of

JUST WALK BY SI 90 (f. by Walk Thru Fire). 4 wins to 4, $95,067, Danville Station H., 2nd PCQHRA Breeders' Futurity [G2].

CARNE VINO SI 92 (c. by First Down Dash). 4 wins to 4, $88,805, California Breeders' Futurity [G2], 2nd Albany Classic Classic [G2], Downs at Albuquerque Fall Champ, Sam Abbey Mem. Inv, finalist in Zia Champ. S. [G1], Leo S. [G1].

Jewel Seeker SI 96 (c. by Foose). 4 wins to 4, $78,216, 2nd La Fiesta Futurity.

You Can Run SI 98 ($197,893 [G1]), Opt Out SI 95 ($89,995 [R] [G1]).